
                                                                                               G3 Genuine Guide Gear Inc. 

 www.genuineguidegear.com 

At G3, everything we do is focused on getting more enjoyment from our great outdoor experiences. We are 

relentless in our pursuit of design innovations, quality engineering, and testing. 

 

TOOLS NEEDED: Felt-tip pen, ruler or tape measure, utility knife/scissors, power drill with 3 mm (1/8”) bit, hammer 

 

Directions:  

 

1. Remove existing tail straps by cutting across the tail end of the skin. 

2. Center the tail strap on the tail end of the skin. Center the metal plate on the tail strap, as shown in Figure 1. 

3. Mark the holes with a sharpie or utility knife on the skin and tail strap. 

4. Remove the metal plate and drill holes where marked on the strap and the skin (3 mm or 1/8” drill bit is 

recommended). 

5. Assemble the pieces, taking care to line up the tail strap in the correct orientation as shown in Figure 2. 

Align the holes drilled in Step 4. The recesses in the metal plates should be facing out on both sides. 

6. Insert rivets through the metal plates, strap base, and skin fabric. 

7. Place assembly on a hard solid surface (concrete or thick metal). Use hammer to hit protruding rivet heads 

until they become flush with the metal plates. 

8. Adjust the tail clip to fit to the length of your skis. 

 

 

 

 

 

The installed G3 Tail Connector system is now ready for use. 

1. Remove existing tail straps by cutting across the tail end of the skin.
2. Center the tail strap on the tail end of the skin. Center the metal plate on the tail strap, as shown in Figure 1.
3. Mark the holes with a sharpie or utility knife on the skin and tail strap.
4. Remove the metal plate and drill holes where marked on the strap and the skin (3 mm or 1/8  drill bit is recommended).
5. Assemble the pieces, taking care to line up the tail strap in the correct orientation as shown in Figure 2.  Align the holes

drilled in Step 4.  The recesses in the metal plates should be facing out on both sides.
6. Insert rivets through the metal plates, strap base, and skin fabric.
7. Place assembly on a hard solid surface (concrete or thick metal). Use hammer to hit protruding rivet heads until they
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